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PEARL FACIAL STEAMER WITH OZONE

(STM09C)



This traditional facial steamer has a light-weight, present day and useful design. The steamer has 
both steam and ozone function, which gives a high-quality method of cleansing and sterilizing the 
pores and skin.The vapor steam includes rich and diverse energetic hydronium ion that can stimulate 
blood circulation and deliver the water detail in the cells in turn nourishing and moistening the pores 
and skin whilst coinstantaneous can sterilize the skin. When used in conjunction with massage it can 
create the perfect impact.

FEATURES

FUNCTIONS OF STEAMER
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OVERVIEW

n Separate Ozone and Steam Switches
n Steamer can operate also without the Ozone
n Ozone (Oxygen ionic vapours) provide great sterilization and cleaning of the skin.
n Auto Shut-Off when water level is low
n Adjustable Arm
n Adjustable Height
n Water Jar
n Stable and Sturdy Frame
n Easy glide wheels for smooth movement

n Soften the outer cells on the skin surface and prepare skin for next step in facial procedure;
n Opens up the pores to make it easier to cleanse deeper layers of the skin and to allow penetration of 

products into skins surface;
n The mist can seep into the pores to soften the accrued grease, blackhead, beauty residues in the 

pores making removal of these substances easier;
n The mist can help the pores excrete the pollutants;
n Promote the blood circulate, supplement the water in the cells, and improve the mobile 

metabolism and auto repair feature.

PARTS
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ASSEMBLY

PRECAUTIONS

n Bolt the lower pillar onto the 4-star base using the base claw, then insert the middle pillar and fix it 
into the lower pillar using the fixing nut.

n Fit the top pillar onto the middle pillar.
n Adjust the height of the steamer as necessary, using the fixing nut.
n Fit the silicon sealer ring into position on the top rim of the glass water reservoir jar and fit the 

water jar into position. Make sure it is securely fitted into the cradle.
n Slide the jar support plate into place beneath the jar and tighten it to fit securely, using the screw on 

the bottom of the support plate.

 HOW TO USE YOUR STEAMER

n Pour distilled water into water jar through water mouth however do not fill above the water upper 
line.

n Press on/off switch, the indicator light will come on, and the machine is prepped for work.
n Press the steam/vapor button then the steam/vapor indicator light will come on and the element 

will begin to heat up. As the water heats steam is produced.
n Press ozone button then the ozone indicator light will come on, ozone function will start 

immediately.
n If the water within the water jar drops below the water low mark line the power will automatically 

switch off.
n Machine should be placed an appropriate location where the vapor steam can freely blow towards 

clients chin to every a part of face.
n Steam can be applied for between 5-20mins, longer if required, depending on the service.

n When you move this machine, please keep it level, keep away from the vibration and collision.
n It is not recommended to run for more than 25 mins per service. Over extended use can affect the 

longevity of the water jar.
n If a buildup forms on the heating element, cleanse using the vinegar mix recommended previously.
n  Pick out the corresponding running energy supply in step with the mark on the system.
n Do not use for any other purpose.
n Do not put oil in steamer jar.
n Avoid any liquid getting into the machine body! As it may damage the electrical circuit of machine 

or harm the operator.
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CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

n The external surfaces of the steamer can be cleaned with a gentle fabric and soapy water or a slight 
non-abrasive floor cleaning agent.

n The water jar should be emptied and cleaned with soapy water at the end of each day.
n If water has discolored or left a residue inside the jar, the jar can be filled with white vinegar and 

water solution (1 part vinegar to 4 parts water) and left to soak. It is very important that the vinegar 
solution is thoroughly washed out of the jar before using the steamer again. If any residue remains 
the steamer may spit water whilst it is next used, posing a hazard to the client.

n If the heating element requires cleansing, again fill the jar with 1 part vinegar and 4 parts water 
attach to the unit and leave to soak overnight. This may remove any build-up of mineral scale from 
the element. Please ensure that the vinegar mix is completely removed from the heating element 
and the jar before reusing the steamer, as said above.

n When attaching the jar, ensure that the silicon sealer ring is in place, and the jar is fitted firmly to 
the cradle. Failure to achieve this may also cause the water to overflow while boiling, or intervene 
with the steam course.

n When the ozone function is turned on there should be an obvious increase in the amount of steam 
produced. If the ozone function does appear to be working, the UV lamp may need to be replaced. 
The life expectancy of each lamp is round 2000 hours.

n Replacement of the lamp should only be done by a qualified trades person such as an electrician or 
accepted electrical repairer.

SPECIFICATIONS

PEARL FACIAL STEAMER WITHOZONE  (STM99C)

Size

Hz.

Temp.

Net Weight

Gross Weight

50/60Hz.

o
5-40 C

92*41*28cm

5kg

7.6kg
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